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Abstract: This paper is associated , a synthesizer is an electronic instrument with the electronic music movement, sometimes
accessed through a keyboard, that creates and combines waveforms used stored acoustic instrumental samples, called wavetable
synthesis, or electronically, using FM synthesis. Nowadays, a distinction is sometimes drawn between early developments in
electronic instruments that, while they bore the name synthesizer, did not produce sound in real time and synthesizers that do
work in real time. Proposed system aimed at developing a synthesizer system was to blend the techniques of modern electronic
music equipment with the concept of the keyboard. The plan is to design high performance and a fully equipped digital
synthesizer with all features using a low-cost SoC embedded system. Many synthesizer uses DSP but higher power consumption
and size of a DSP implementation can make it unsuitable for simple very low-power or small size applications. The target
hardware is a small low-cost SoC computer system that has a wide range of I/O feature. Idea behind project is to avoid using
readymade synthesizer IC those are preprogrammed for an specific frequency. In this we are using a development kit having
low cost SoC that able to provide with more mobility & space but at the same time uses less power consumption for processing,
a MIDI keyboard and speakers for sound.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper the system is a combination of Music MIDI
keyboard and an development kit to generate synthesizer
instrumental frequency. Whenever we install device driver
for sound card in computer system it will install logical driver
input device, output device and synthesizer device that is
MIDI device. Computer sound card is capable of playing
different instrumental frequency using synthesizer device.
By developing software application we can utilize these
synthesizer capabilities of sound card. As we are developing
software application we can make it dynamic at any extend
by proving power of input and output device available in
the system. Only problem with such a software application
if lack of flexibility in playing piano like keys. It is not
possible to play music using computer keyboard and hence
many artist avoid such a software system. So to overcome
this problem proposed system is developed in such a manner
that it will provide power of computer processing and the
flexibility of piano keyboard. The project is further divided
in different module like processing unit, piano keyboard
interfacing , speakers and output devices.

The main reason for developing this project is to provide
high quality digital music synthesizer having low cost. Many
synthesizer ICs available in the market and will these are
build for specific task to generate different instrumental
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frequency on speaker system. And also the DSP chips tend
to be expensive, and are not easily programmed. So ,for
developing the proposed system we are using a low cost SoC
which can be easily programmed for the given task.

In this paper the first section describes the system
structure of our system which consists of processing unit
i.e. the development board and left and right channels. In
next section we are planning to use the wavetable synthesis
method for synthesis, since it is simple to use & supports
the operating system we are using for same project. In this
project we are planning to use the wavetable synthesis
method for synthesis with the use of PADsynth algorithm ,
since it is simple to use & supports the operating system we
are using for same project. This section we had used Matlab
to get resulting waveforms. With the help of all these
planning and use of algorithm we are implementing a
portable, standalone, low power consumption and a low cost
digital music synthesizer.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The proposed system as shown in Fig.-1, consists of CPU
for its processing & also for the synthesizing purpose. A
Keyboard which is interfaced with the CPU by USB port. It
also consists of an LCD monitor for the display purpose and
lastly system is connected to the speakers for the sound
Fig.(a).
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Figure(a): Proposed System

2.1. Processing Unit

The small low-cost eBox 2300 embedded computer [7] that
was selected is seen in Fig. (a), and uses an X86 SoC
processor with 128 M of RAM and 256 M of Flash. A board
view inside the case is seen in Fig. 2. Like most embedded
devices, the board uses Flash memory instead of a hard disk
drive for nonvolatile storage. Since the eBox hardware is
X86-based and PC compatible, the eBox is also capable of
supporting most of the popular embedded operating systems.

The single chipset, Vortex86 family(*), provides a high
performance/low cost SoC (System on Chip) solution by
integrating an x86 compatible processor, high performance
North Bridge, advanced hardware GUI engine and Super-
South bridge. In addition, Vortex86 family complies with
Easy PC Initiative that supports Instantly Available/On. Now
PC technology, USB, Legacy Removal, CIR, Memory Stick,
Smart Card and Slotless Design for a variety of IA
(Information Appliance) applications as shown in Fig.-(b).
Vortex86 family integrates a high-performance processor that
supports x86 instruction set with 3 integer units, 3-way
superscalar architecture, and a fully pipelined floating point
unit. In addition, the processor is a power-efficient design
that optimizes the power consumption for information
appliance applications [9].

The chipset is divided into Northbridge and Southbridge
to define their internal architecture. The functions of the
chipset are divided into two separate sections: the
Northbridge handles the high speed channels such as
intercommunication with the video controller and the
memory modules, while the Southbridge controls the slower
channels such as the USB ports and the network interfaces.

Figure (b): Block Diagram of Circuit Board

Separating the chipset into the northbridge and
southbridge is common, although there are rare instances
where these two chips have been combined onto one die
when design complexity and fabrication processes permit
it. The Northbridge, also known as a memory controller hub
(MCH) or an integrated memory controller (IMC) in Intel
systems, is one of the two chips in the core logic chipset on
a PC motherboard, the other being the southbridge. The
Southbridge, also known as an I/O Controller Hub (ICH) or
a Platform Controller Hub (PCH) in Intel systems, is a chip
that implements the “slower” capabilities of the motherboard
in a northbridge/southbridge chipset computer architecture.

2.2. Left – Right Channels

The Left Channel may refer to one of a pair of Channels in a
Stereo configuration, which is generally used for music. It
may also refer to a channel meant to be positioned to the
left of the screen in a Surround Sound configuration. For
Matrix Surround the Left Channel may be used to derive
additional Center and Rear Channel signals, along with the
Right Channel Signal.

Mono audio for synthesizer may either be delivered only
to the Center Channel, or divided between the Left and Right
Channel The Left Channel may be referred as simply Left,
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as in the Channels are Left, Right, Center, Left Surround,
and Right Surround as given in Fig.-(c).

Figure(c): Left and Right Channels

L R: When this option is selected, each synthesizer
channel goes to a separate board output. If the Norm/Swap
option is a Norm, this will give the normal stereo “what you
see is what you get” from the Left and Right channel menus.
In Swap mode, “what you see it the opposite of what you
get”. It’s still two different channels, just going to different
outputs.

L L: Here the Left synthesizer channel goes to BOTH
outputs. If Swap is active, however, then the RIGHT
synthesizer channel goes to both outputs.

R R: The Right synthesizer goes to BOTH outputs in
Norm mode, and the Left goes to both in Swap mode.

L: Only the Left output is active. In Norm mode, this
will receive the Left synthesizer channel, and in Swap mode
it will receive the Right channel.

R: Only the Right output is active. In Norm mode, this
will receive the Right synthesizer channel, and in Swap mode
it will receive the Left channel.

3. WAVETABLE SYNTHESIS

Wavetable synthesis is a popular and efficient technique for
synthesizing sounds, especially in sound cards and
synthesizers.Wavetable synthesis is used in certain digital
music synthesizers to implement a restricted form of real-
time synthesis. The only real computational operations will
be adding multiple waveforms, calculating the amplitude
envelope and modulating the looping sample with it.
Wavetable synthesis is fundamentally based on periodic
reproduction of an arbitrary, single-cycle waveform. The
distinction to other synthesis methods employing single-
cycle waveforms is twofold: 1) multiple single-cycle
waveforms are used while 2) one or several wave modulators
control the change between those multiple waveforms or
mixtures thereof. The wave modulation rate is usually
significantly smaller than the sampling rate [2,15,16]. This
method of synthesis is simple to implement and is
computationally efficient.

A great deal of memory can be saved in wavetable
synthesis systems by storing only a short segment of the
sustain section of the waveform, and then looping this
segment during playback. Wavetable synthesis technique

uses an algorithm , known as PADsynth (Paul’s ADditive
synth), for the synthesis of waveform which is going to be
produce by the digital synthesizer. PADsynth algorithm
generates a perfectly looped wavetable sample which can
be used in instruments. This algorithm is implemented in
ZynAddSubFX in the PADsynth module. This algorithm
generates some large wavetables that can played at different
speeds to get the desired sound. This algorithm describes
only how these wavetables are generated. The result is a
perfectly looped wavetable. Unlike other synthesis methods
which use Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, this one does not
use overlap/add methods and there is only one IFFT for the
whole sample.

The basic steps are:

1. Make a very large array that represents the
amplitude spectrum of the sound (default all values
are zero).

2. Generates the distribution of each harmonic in
frequency and add it to the array.

3. Put random phases to each frequency of the
spectrum.

4. Do a single Inverse Fourier Transform of the whole
spectrum. There is no need of any overlapping
windows, because there is only one single IFFT for
the whole sample.

Steps of the basic algorithm:

FOR nh = 1 to number_harmonics

 bw_Hz=(pow(2,bw/1200)-1.0)*f*nh;

 bwi=bw_Hz/(2.0*samplerate);

 fi=f*nh/samplerate;

 FOR i=0 to N/2-1

 hprofile=profile((i/N)-fi,bwi);

 freq_amp[i]=freq_amp[i]+hprofile*A[nh];

 ENDFOR

ENDFOR

FOR i=0 to N/2-1

 freq_phase[i]=RND()*2*PI;

ENDFOR

smp=IFFT(N,freq_amp,freq_phase);

normalize_sample(N,smp);

OUTPUT smp

3.1. Wavetable Synthesis in Matlab

For wavetable synthesis in Matlab there is a simple creation
of one sine wave and one sawtooth and then some simple
cross-fading between the wave. And then synthesize all the
sampled waves , to obtain a simple sample of wavetable
synthesis. In matlab there are some functions like synth(freq,
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dur, amp, ’type’) used for producing different types of
waveforms of an specific range.

f1 = 440;

f2 = 500;

f3 = 620;

Fs = 22050;

y1 = synth_wave(f1,1/f1,0.9,Fs,’sine’);

doit = input(‘\nPlay/Plot Raw Sine y1 looped for 10
seconds? Y/[N]:\n\n’, ‘s’);

if doit == ‘y’,

plot(y1);

loopsound(y1,Fs,10*Fs/f1);

end

Figure (e): Sine Waveform

y2 = synth_wave(f2,1/f2,0.9, Fs,’saw’);

doit = input(‘\nPlay/Plot Raw saw y2 looped for 10
seconds? Y/[N]:\n\n’,’s’);

if doit == ‘y’,

plot(y2);

loopsound(y2,Fs,10*Fs/f2);

end

Figure (f): Sawtooth Waveform

ywave = [y1 , y2];

xfadewidth = floor(Fs/(f1*2));

ramp1 = (0:xfadewidth)/xfadewidth;

ramp2 = 1 - ramp1;

doit = input(‘\nShow Crossfade Y/[N]:\n\n’, ‘s’);

if doit == ‘y’

plot(ramp1);

hold on;

plot(ramp2,’r’);

end;

pad = (Fs/f1) + (Fs/f2) - 2.5*xfadewidth;

xramp1 = [ones(1,1.5*xfadewidth) , ramp2,
zeros(1,pad)];

xramp2 = [zeros(1,1.5*xfadewidth), ramp1,
ones(1,pad)];

ywave2 = [y1 , zeros(1,Fs/f2)];

ytemp = [zeros(1,Fs/f1), y2];

Figure (g): Crossfading Waveform

ywave2 = xramp1.*ywave2 + xramp2.*ytemp;

doit = input(‘\nPlay/Plot Additive Sines together? Y/
[N]:\n\n’, ‘s’);

if doit == ‘y’,

subplot(3,1,1);

plot(ywave);

hold off

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

ylabel(‘Amplitude’);

title(‘Two Waves’);

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

subplot(3,1,2);

plot(xramp1);

hold on

plot(xramp2,’r’)

hold off

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

ylabel(‘Amplitude’);

title(‘Crossfade Masks’);

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

subplot(3,1,3);

plot(ywave2);

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

ylabel(‘Amplitude’);

title(‘WaveTable Synthesis’);

set(gca,’fontsize’,18);

loopsound(ywave2,Fs,10*Fs/(f1 + f2));

end
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Figure (h): Wavetable Synthesis Waveform

4. CONCLUSION

A wavetable synthesis has a substantial advantage over
synthesis methods that emulate instrument sounds using
simple waveshapes generated in real time. For example,
while FM synthesis is known for its excellent bell tones and
horns, it has great difficulty producing the rich, complex
waveforms characteristic of instruments such as the acoustic
piano, guitar, drums and other percussion instruments. For
this reasons we are using wavetable synthesis method for
synthesizing process in the digital music synthesizer. DSP
techniques are limited to signals with relatively low
bandwidths. The need for an ADC and DAC makes DSP
not economical for simple applications. Higher power
consumption and size of a DSP implementation can make it
unsuitable for simple very low-power or small size
applications. All these reasons made us to use the low-cost
PC.

A low-cost embedded computer board that could support
an embedded OS and other operating systems along with a
wide range of I/O devices and interfaces needed. A number
of options were evaluated, including boards with X86 or
ARM processors. Current ARM-based embedded computer
boards are significantly more expensive than X86 boards
with the same feature set, and only a select few have the
required OS device drivers available at low or no cost. Only
an X86-based board could meet the initial goal of using a
device with a price level close to the cost of project.
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